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A heart-stopping story of romantic suspense from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Catherine Coulter. Lindsay Foxe is a successful model in New York, a
woman who hides behind a new name to protect herself from a past of betrayal
and treachery and a present that becomes fraught with danger. The product of
old San Francisco wealth, the daughter of a man who despises her, her life is
forever changed when she is brutally assaulted by her sister’s husband, and
then rejected by her family. Lindsay is finally forced to face up to her past when
she meets S.C. Taylor, a tough ex-cop, turned private investigator and computer
troubleshooter. He is hired to protect her; but can he both win her trust and
discover who is trying to kill her and why?
Eden grew up in Acadia, a community of families who had renounced modern
technology to live with the Prophet in the middle of the Arizona desert. Now she's
alone in the world, clinging to her love for Calder, and dependent on kindness
from a complete stranger to give her hope and a reason to go on. But even when
life finally offers her what she has always craved to have, the constant void inside
her never stops reminding her of all that she has lost.
“Vision, tenacity, and a perfectionist’s eye are the qualities that shine out from
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this account of a paradise garden created by two of America’s foremost stylists.”
—Anna Pavord, author of The Curious Gardener and Landskipping One of the
most spectacular private gardens in America, Hortulus Farm is the masterpiece
of Renny Reynolds and Jack Staub, renowned experts in the fields of design,
gardening, and entertaining. It is beautifully captured in Chasing Eden, a lavishly
illustrated roadmap to creating a personal Eden. Hortulus Farm is a not only a
model of classical tenets, but also a showcase of how traditions can be
successfully broken. Gardeners will discover information on specific design
principles, from vistas and allées to hardscaping and water features. They will
also learn how to adapt these principles to less-than-optimal settings without
sacrificing a site’s sense of place. Both aspirational and practical, Chasing Eden
will inspire home gardeners to create their own earthly paradise.
Sixteen-year-old Angela and her father are the last survivors on earth. She
dreams of adventure and romance but only finds it in books. In the confines of
her garden paradise, she's untouched by contaminants that caused the rest of
humanity to mutate into murderous beasts or die. But staying in the garden sure
gets lonely. When a seventeen-year-old boy stumbles upon Angela's home with
news about a thriving community, his presence upheavals everything she knew
about the world. She dares to leave her garden for the first time to find a better
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home. In the authoritarian society that she finds the line between man and
mutant is murkier than she expected. Secrets from Angela's past reemerge, and
she learns life outside the garden isn't all it's cracked up to be. Her father is in
danger, and the men tasked with protecting the settlement are extremely fond of
murder. With their lives on the line, can Angela create one last happy ending in a
hopeless world? Fans of dystopian societies, post-apocalyptic futures, diverse
characters, fantasy, and coming-of-age adventures with heart will fall in love with
this post-apocalyptic fairy tale.
Fifteen-year-old Will Besting is sent by his doctor to Fort Eden, an institution
meant to help patients suffering from crippling phobias. Once there, Will and six
other teenagers take turns in mysterious fear chambers and confront their worst
nightmares—with the help of the group facilitator, Rainsford, an enigmatic guide.
When the patients emerge from the chamber, they feel emboldened by the
previous night's experiences. But each person soon discovers strange,
unexplained aches and pains. . . . What is really happening to the seven teens
trapped in this dark Eden? Patrick Carman's Dark Eden is a provocative
exploration of fear, betrayal, memory, and— ultimately—immortality.
God’s Story Will End Better than It Began . . . Experienced Bible teacher Nancy
Guthrie traces 9 themes throughout the Bible, revealing how God’s plan for the
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new creation will be far more glorious than the original. But this new creation
glory isn’t just reserved for the future. The hope of God’s plan for his people
transforms everything about our lives today.
What if your enemy was your soulmate? Seventeen-year-old Eden East lives in a
world ruled by fate. And as the heir to the ruling Elementals, her fate is bound to
the odious son of their enemies: the Shifters. Unwilling to accept her destiny,
Eden rebels and unearths dark secrets. Then Trey Luchelli appears – a blueeyed Siren who seems strangely familiar... The more Eden tries to ignore him,
the more they are drawn together. Just as the web of lies begins to unravel,
Eden's parents are brutally murdered. Convinced it's all connected, Eden must
work with Trey to discover the truth and save themselves from the Shifters. But
the path to answers is fraught with betrayal and danger. The closer they get, the
darker the lies and the more Eden questions everything she's ever known.
Perhaps some secrets are better left buried... Keepers will transport fans of The
Red Queen, The Young Elites and The Grishaverse to a world unlike any other...
Read now and lose yourself in a captivating world of intrigue, love, and betrayal.
Tackling faith, doubt, and transformation, National Book Award winner Pete
Hautman explores a boy’s unraveling allegiance to an insular cult. Twelve
square miles of paradise, surrounded by an eight-foot-high chain-link fence: this
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is Nodd, the land of the Grace. It is all seventeen-year-old Jacob knows. Beyond
the fence lies the World, a wicked, terrible place, doomed to destruction. When
the Archangel Zerachiel descends from Heaven, only the Grace will be spared
the horrors of the Apocalypse. But something is rotten in paradise. A wolf invades
Nodd, slaughtering the Grace’s sheep. A new boy arrives from outside, and his
scorn and disdain threaten to tarnish Jacob’s contentment. Then, while patrolling
the borders of Nodd, Jacob meets Lynna, a girl from the adjoining ranch, who
tempts him to sample the forbidden Worldly pleasures that lie beyond the fence.
Jacob’s faith, his devotion, and his grip on reality are tested as his feelings for
Lynna blossom into something greater and the End Days grow ever closer. Eden
West is the story of two worlds, two hearts, the power of faith, and the resilience
of the human spirit.
Three lifelong friends find themselves tangled in a web of love, pain and dangerous
secrets in this erotic Garden of Eden tale. Tall, dark and handsome Danny Carlow has
always gotten whatever he wants except for the two he desires more than anything-his
best friends, lovers Paul and Eve. Determined to claim what was never supposed to be
his, Danny waits like a snake in the grass, poised for the right moment to offer them a
temptation too delicious to resist. Artist Eve Everton made the painful decision to leave
her true love Paul for the siren call of New York City. Now ten years later, with her life in
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shambles, she returns. When Paul's waiting arms aren't available, Eve falls for Danny's
charm and finds herself a willing accomplice in the dangerous games Danny plays.
Paul Mattling is a successful attorney with a bright future ahead of him, but behind
those brilliant blue eyes are secret desires for a taste of the forbidden. Will he play it
safe or give in to Danny and Eve and bite the apple? Reader Advisory: Not for the faint
of heart, the pain in this story is vivid and real, the emotions even more so. Haunting
and poignant, Beyond Eden presents a darker side of BDSM. You might gasp. You
might cry. You might find yourself reading it again and again.
Imprisoned for brutal crimes against his wardens, Fly was taken from his planet Itor and
transported to an uninhabited world alongside other criminals. Full of mutiny, anger and
a desire for revenge the transportation was never going to be successful and Fly
became the only survivor when the craft crashed. Then the human ship arrived - and
Jenny. With a malfunctioning spacecraft she was in for a fight for her life, but her
problems were only just beginning when her crewmates abandon her on Eden. Jenny's
on her own... or so she thinks.A sci-fi Beauty and the Beast!
What would you do to save your people from extinction? What if your race held the key
to mankind's future? One Guardian will risk hell to change the future. Descended from
the race of Guardians, Turen's people have survived the last two hundred years,
quarantined and isolated. Living in secrecy with no mates and no offspring, they fail to
deliver on their ability to replenish and heal human souls through the birth of their
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Guardian children. Risking his life, Turen chooses capture at the hands of a comradeturned-enemy to seek answers to change the future. Mia Bowman has no knowledge of
the secret Guardian race. Yet, her uncontrollable, nocturnal summons to Turen's prison
cell and her strong sense of justice leave her with little choice but to help him. She can
heed his warning and stay clear of his people's problems or she can ferret out the lies
and unravel an ancient tale of murder and deceit.
From the author of the New York Times bestselling Testing trilogy comes a sweeping
new fantasy series, perfect for fans of Victoria Aveyard and Sarah J. Maas. Twins
Carys and Andreus were never destined to rule Eden. With their older brother next in
line to inherit the throne, the future of the kingdom was secure. But appearances—and
rivals—can be deceiving. When Eden’s king and crown prince are killed by assassins,
Eden desperately needs a monarch, but the line of succession is no longer clear. With
a ruling council scheming to gain power, Carys and Andreus are faced with only one
option—to take part in a Trial of Succession that will determine which one of them is
worthy of ruling the kingdom. As sister and brother, Carys and Andreus have always
kept each other safe—from their secrets, from the court, and from the monsters lurking
in the mountains beyond the kingdom’s wall. But the Trial of Succession will test the
bonds of trust and family. With their country and their hearts divided, Carys and
Andreus will discover exactly what each will do to win the crown. How long before
suspicion takes hold and the thirst for power leads to the ultimate betrayal?
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Healthcare decision makers in search of reliable information that compares health
interventions increasingly turn to systematic reviews for the best summary of the
evidence. Systematic reviews identify, select, assess, and synthesize the findings of
similar but separate studies, and can help clarify what is known and not known about
the potential benefits and harms of drugs, devices, and other healthcare services.
Systematic reviews can be helpful for clinicians who want to integrate research findings
into their daily practices, for patients to make well-informed choices about their own
care, for professional medical societies and other organizations that develop clinical
practice guidelines. Too often systematic reviews are of uncertain or poor quality. There
are no universally accepted standards for developing systematic reviews leading to
variability in how conflicts of interest and biases are handled, how evidence is
appraised, and the overall scientific rigor of the process. In Finding What Works in
Health Care the Institute of Medicine (IOM) recommends 21 standards for developing
high-quality systematic reviews of comparative effectiveness research. The standards
address the entire systematic review process from the initial steps of formulating the
topic and building the review team to producing a detailed final report that synthesizes
what the evidence shows and where knowledge gaps remain. Finding What Works in
Health Care also proposes a framework for improving the quality of the science
underpinning systematic reviews. This book will serve as a vital resource for both
sponsors and producers of systematic reviews of comparative effectiveness research.
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The American West in the early 1960s. Aspiring novelist Aaron Holland Broussard finds
work on a farm and meets Joanne McDuffy, an articulate and fierce college student and
gifted painter. Their soul connection is immediate, but their romance is complicated by
Joanne's involvement with a shady professor who is mixed up with a drug-addled cult.
When a sinister businessman and his son who wield their influence through vicious
cruelty set their sights on Aaron, drawing him into an investigation of grotesque
murders, it is clear that this idyllic landscape harbors tremendous power, and evil
As tourism service standards become more homogeneous, travel destinations
worldwide are conforming yet still trying to maintain, or even increase, their
distinctiveness. Based on more than two years of fieldwork in Yogyakarta, Indonesia
and Arusha, Tanzania, this book offers an in-depth investigation of the local-to-global
dynamics of contemporary tourism. Each destination offers examples that illustrate how
tour guide narratives and practices are informed by widely circulating imaginaries of the
past as well as personal imaginings of the future.
I'd spent my entire life feeling like I couldn't breathe. Like I was unfit to even exist in a
world controlled by elemental magic, as the only one without a single drop coursing
through my veins. I was a magical dud, a misfit thrown into an orphanage by my
parents as a baby and forced to work a dead end job at a magical coffee shop just to
get by. In a place where everyone was extraordinary I had come to terms with being
ordinary. Until my twentieth birthday when my life went up in flames- literally. But when
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my best friend is captured by a fire wielding psychopath who also turns out to be my
fated mate I realize that there is no limit to how much of a hot mess my life can be.
Great. Secrets about my past are uncovered and I find out I'm an eden, a mage with an
affinity for all four elements. Only an eden can unite all of the elemental mages and
unite the country against upheaval. I was prepared to master the four elements, but I
wasn't prepared to fall for the three hot elemental princes who were tasked with helping
me save the world. No pressure, right?

Following his reluctant retirement, Captain James Kirk is offered an irresistible
adventure by a mysterious young woman that will force Kirk to confront the fragile
peace between the Federation and the Klingons
Singularity Hypotheses: A Scientific and Philosophical Assessment offers
authoritative, jargon-free essays and critical commentaries on accelerating
technological progress and the notion of technological singularity. It focuses on
conjectures about the intelligence explosion, transhumanism, and whole brain
emulation. Recent years have seen a plethora of forecasts about the profound,
disruptive impact that is likely to result from further progress in these areas. Many
commentators however doubt the scientific rigor of these forecasts, rejecting
them as speculative and unfounded. We therefore invited prominent computer
scientists, physicists, philosophers, biologists, economists and other thinkers to
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assess the singularity hypotheses. Their contributions go beyond speculation,
providing deep insights into the main issues and a balanced picture of the
debate.
“Patiently, and unflinchingly, Ackerman is becoming one of the great poet
laureates of America’s tragic adventurism across the globe.” —Pico Iyer Eden
lies in a hospital bed, unable to move or speak. His wife Mary spends every day
on the sofa in his room. We see them through the eyes of Eden’s best friend, a
fellow Marine who didn’t make it back home—and who must relive the secrets
held between all three of them as he waits for Eden to finally, mercifully die and
join him in whatever comes after. A breathtakingly spare and shattering novel
that explores the unseen aftereffects—and unacknowledged casualties—of war,
Waiting for Eden is a piercingly insightful, deeply felt meditation on loyalty,
friendship, betrayal, and love. “The Tim O’Brien of our era.” —Vogue
“Devastating.” —The Wall Street Journal “Haunting. . . . Daring.” —The Boston
Globe “Heart-wrenching.” —NPR
A masterpiece of Biblical scope, and the magnum opus of one of America’s most
enduring authors, in a commemorative hardcover edition In his journal, Nobel
Prize winner John Steinbeck called East of Eden "the first book," and indeed it
has the primordial power and simplicity of myth. Set in the rich farmland of
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California's Salinas Valley, this sprawling and often brutal novel follows the
intertwined destinies of two families—the Trasks and the Hamiltons—whose
generations helplessly reenact the fall of Adam and Eve and the poisonous
rivalry of Cain and Abel. The masterpiece of Steinbeck’s later years, East of
Eden is a work in which Steinbeck created his most mesmerizing characters and
explored his most enduring themes: the mystery of identity, the inexplicability of
love, and the murderous consequences of love's absence. Adapted for the 1955
film directed by Elia Kazan introducing James Dean, and read by thousands as
the book that brought Oprah’s Book Club back, East of Eden has remained
vitally present in American culture for over half a century.
Eden, #1 Paradise, love and power. . .and a prophecy with a price. Most people
believe Eden no longer exists. Lexi Merrill's about to learn they're wrong. A hardworking bartender with a self-sufficient backbone and a wary nature, she knows
pickup lines like a second language. So, when Eryx Shantos barges into her
world with too-smooth words and a body to back it up, she locks up her libido and
vows to keep her distance. Eryx has other ideas. As king of the Myren race, Eryx
is duty-bound to enforce the laws preventing exposure of their existence to
humans. Yet The Fates have led him through his dreams to Lexi, a temptation he
doesn't want to resist. The question is, is she Myren, or human - which makes
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her forbidden fruit? When Eryx's nemesis tags Lexi as his next target, Eryx insists
on taking her home where he can keep her safe. Lexi had no idea "home" would
mean the one-and-only land of creation. . .or that she'd trigger a prophecy that
could doom her newfound race. 81,411 Words
Studies challenging the idea that technology and science flow only from global
North to South. The essays in this volume study the creation, adaptation, and use
of science and technology in Latin America. They challenge the view that
scientific ideas and technology travel unchanged from the global North to the
global South—the view of technology as “imported magic.” They describe not
only alternate pathways for innovation, invention, and discovery but also how
ideas and technologies circulate in Latin American contexts and transnationally.
The contributors' explorations of these issues, and their examination of specific
Latin American experiences with science and technology, offer a broader, more
nuanced understanding of how science, technology, politics, and power interact
in the past and present. The essays in this book use methods from history and
the social sciences to investigate forms of local creation and use of technologies;
the circulation of ideas, people, and artifacts in local and global networks; and
hybrid technologies and forms of knowledge production. They address such
topics as the work of female forensic geneticists in Colombia; the pioneering
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Argentinean use of fingerprinting technology in the late nineteenth century; the
design, use, and meaning of the XO Laptops created and distributed by the One
Laptop per Child Program; and the development of nuclear energy in Argentina,
Mexico, and Chile. Contributors Pedro Ignacio Alonso, Morgan G. Ames, Javiera
Barandiarán, João Biehl, Anita Say Chan, Amy Cox Hall, Henrique Cukierman,
Ana Delgado, Rafael Dias, Adriana Díaz del Castillo H., Mariano Fressoli,
Jonathan Hagood, Christina Holmes, Matthieu Hubert, Noela Invernizzi, Michael
Lemon, Ivan da Costa Marques, Gisela Mateos, Eden Medina, María Fernanda
Olarte Sierra, Hugo Palmarola, Tania Pérez-Bustos, Julia Rodriguez, Israel
Rodríguez-Giralt, Edna Suárez Díaz, Hernán Thomas, Manuel Tironi, Dominique
Vinck
On the alien, sunless planet they call Eden, the 532 members of the Family
shelter beneath the light and warmth of the Forest’s lantern trees. Beyond the
Forest lie the mountains of the Snowy Dark and a cold so bitter and a night so
profound that no man has ever crossed it. The Oldest among the Family recount
legends of a world where light came from the sky, where men and women made
boats that could cross the stars. These ships brought us here, the Oldest
say—and the Family must only wait for the travelers to return. But young John
Redlantern will break the laws of Eden, shatter the Family and change history.
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He will abandon the old ways, venture into the Dark…and discover the truth about
their world. Already remarkably acclaimed in the UK, Dark Eden is science fiction
as literature; part parable, part powerful coming-of-age story, set in a truly original
alien world of dark, sinister beauty--rendered in prose that is at once strikingly
simple and stunningly inventive.
“Every James Rollins delivers mach-speed mayhem, throat-clutching suspense,
high-style adventure, and a terrific story told terrifically.” —Steve Berry, author of
The Romanov Prophecy The thriller king praised for his “edge-of-your-seat
excitement” (San Francisco Chronicle), James Rollins storms the New York
Times bestseller list with every novel he writes. With his latest breathtaking
blockbuster, Altar of Eden, Rollins takes a breather from his Sigma Force
adventures (Map of Bones, Black Order, The Judas Strain, et al) while delivering
all the action, surprise, and intensity for which he’s well known—and loved.
Combining science, history, and breakneck suspense—and a secret tied to the
Book of Genesis—Altar of Eden is sure to satisfy every James Rollins fan while
winning over a slew of new converts.
"I do not anticipate for one moment that Miss Plum has been murdered, though I should
have some slight sympathy with her assassin if she had." Miss Penny is a middle-aged
spinster living a cheerful, contented life, complete with perfect housekeeper, in an idyllic
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English village. Her romantic life consists of an annual Christmas card from her old
flame George, and her social swirl involves Stanley, a prissy neighbour who keeps her
in mind for a future wife, and Hubert, a neurotic widowed priest with an alienated son.
Into this stable life comes Miss Plum, whom Miss Penny saves from drowning herself in
a duck pond and takes into her quiet, orderly home. The villagers embrace the
perpetually weepy, forlorn young woman-at first. But soon her welcome wears thin.
With joyfully dark comedy, hilariously odd locals, and an unexpected reappearance
from long-lost George, Dorothy Evelyn Smith brilliantly evokes the havoc wreaked by
social niceties, misplaced sympathies, and keeping up appearances-not to mention the
urge to defend one's peaceful existence!
Time is of the essence... A young book editor stumbles from the site of a chemical
attack in a London subway, accepts a woman's offer of help, and then vanishes... A
group of boys in upstate New York goes sledding. One never comes home... A military
convoy approaches a lone figure on a dusty road in southern Iraq. The woman is Army
Chaplain Jamie Richards - and it seems she's been gone a lifetime. After two years in
Eden, Jamie has chosen to return to the "terris" world as a duel citizen. But she soon
discovers that seemingly random kidnappings are fatefully and tragically connected.
The victims, all descendants of Eden, have the one thing people outside of paradise
want - a way to live forever.
College sophomore Bryn Dawson is a self-proclaimed poster child for normal. However,
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the day William Hayward enters her life, normalcy is the last thing Bryn will be able to
count on if she wants to be with him. Too mysterious and appealing to be good for a
girl, Bryn feels drawn to him in a way that seems out of her control—as if fate is
orchestrating it. Despite every red flag and warning siren going off in her head telling
her not to, Bryn falls hard for William, knowing he’s categorically different from anyone
she’s ever met. She never imagined how right she was. When William takes her
deeper into the rabbit hole of his world, Bryn must decide just how much she is willing
to sacrifice to be with him, knowing no matter what, fate always finds a way to have the
last laugh. Spinning a new twist on star-crossed lovers, Eternal Eden will put Bryn
through a gauntlet of turmoil, challenging her to find the power within herself to become
the heroine in her own story.
Jonathan Silvertown here explores the astonishing diversity of plant life in regions as
spectacular as the verdant climes of Japan, the lush grounds of the Royal Botanical
Gardens at Kew, the shallow wetlands and teeming freshwaters of Florida, the tropical
rainforests of southeast Mexico, and the Canary Islands archipelago, whose
evolutionary novelties - and exotic plant life - have earned it the sobriquet ''the Gal
pagos of botany.'' Along the way, Silvertown looks closely at the evolution of plant
diversity in these locales and explains why such variety persists in light of ecological
patterns and evolutionary processes. In novel and useful ways, he also investigates the
current state of plant diversity on the planet to show the ever - challenging threats
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posed by invasive species and humans. This paperback edition will include an entirely
new chapter on the astonishing diversity of plant life in the Western Cape of South
Africa that focuses on fynbos, a vegetation endemic to the Cape. Bringing the secret life
of plants into more colorful and vivid focus than ever before, Demons in Eden is an
empathic and impassioned exploration of modern plant ecology that unlocks
evolutionary mysteries of the natural world.
When mysterious new boy Ryan Westland shows up at her school Eden Anfield is
intrigued. On the face of it, he's a typical American teenager. So how come he doesn't
recognise pizza and hasn't heard of Hitler? What puzzles Eden most, however, is the
interest he's taking in her. As Eden falls in love with Ryan, she stumbles across a book
in Ryan's bedroom - a biography of her best friend - written fifty years in the future.
Unravelling Ryan's secret, she discovers he has one unbelievably important purpose ...
and she might just have destroyed his only chance of success.
The electrifying #1 New York Times bestselling debut novel from YouTube sensation
Joey Graceffa dares to ask the question: What would you do in order to survive if your
very existence were illegal? Rowan is a second child in a world where population
control measures make her an outlaw, marked for death. She can never go to school,
make friends, or get the eye implants that will mark her as a true member of Eden.
Outside of Eden, Earth is poisoned and dead. All animals and most plants have been
destroyed by a man-made catastrophe. Long ago, the brilliant scientist Aaron Al-Baz
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saved a pocket of civilization by designing the EcoPanopticon, a massive computer
program that hijacked all global technology and put it to use preserving the last vestiges
of mankind. Humans will wait for thousands of years in Eden until the EcoPan heals the
world. As an illegal second child, Rowan has been hidden away from the ruthless
Center government in her family’s compound for sixteen years. Now, desperate to see
the world, she recklessly escapes for what she swears will be only one night of
adventure. Though she finds an exotic world, and even a friend, the night leads to
tragedy. Soon Rowan becomes a renegade on the run. An instant #1 New York Times
bestseller, Children of Eden is a thrilling and completely absorbing work from one of
social media’s brightest young storytellers. Taking the genre of dystopian fiction far
beyond where it has traveled before, viral sensation Joey Graceffa’s first novel
introduces us to an empowering and endearing young protagonist and a world that
contains as many perils as it does illuminating surprises, perfect for fans of the
Divergent and Maze Runner series.
God did not curse Eve or limit woman in any way. Sadly, modern translations of
Genesis 3:16 make it look like God did both. God didn't curse Adam either, but God did
speak to him in a way exactly parallel to the other rebel in the Garden of Eden, the
serpent-tempter. And two curses were imposed by God because of them. People have
made up many myths and stories about what supposedly happened in Eden. They
make it seem like God cursed the woman and that she somehow deserved it. She
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didn't. They make it seem like God instituted the man's bad behavior toward his wife.
God didn't. The Bible tells us what really happened. And this book is all about what God
really said especially in Genesis 3:16. When these chapters in Genesis are rightly
understood, and we gain a true view of what God really said to the woman in Genesis
3:16, many New Testament passages can be reinvestigated. They too can be cleared
away of the bias we find popping up in translations of, and commentary on, several key
passages in the New Testament that look back to Genesis 2 and 3. This book is based
on the episodes of Season One of The Eden Podcast (TheEdenPodcast.com).
There exists a secret realm outside our own, the original Garden of Eden, sealed from
the rest of the world and populated with the fittest of men and women. A paradise that
became ravaged by smog that choked out the skies. Now the realm exists in darkness
and its people need a champion, a chosen one to save them from the poison that
cloaks the land and threatens to smother its inhabitants. That’s what they needed.
They got sixteen-year-old Sammy Ellis instead. Her only responsibility was to help the
“chosen one” open a gateway into the realm. But, not only has she entered the land in
their place, she’s also locked them out in the process. Sammy finds herself lost in a
twilight land of giant mushrooms and pursued by dark forces. Can she find a way home
so the true chosen one can return or has the realm been doomed by her actions?

A man caught between true love, fate and the modern African dating scene. A
tense battle between his sexuality, his religion and the expectations of society. A
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romantic tale like no other, that keeps you glued on the edge of your seat as you
follow through dates, flings, marriage, infidelity and trips across the globe.
Fifteen year old Kayli is a survivor of sexual abuse at the hands of her father.
After falling into delinquent and self-destructive behavior, she is offered the
chance to attend a therapeutic boarding school in Colorado. There, Kayli meets
other girls like herself and begins to let down some of her protective walls.
However, one secret remains, and her unwillingness to share it may ultimately kill
her.Finding Eden explores themes of trauma, abuse, sexuality, religion, and the
healing powers of unconditional acceptance which transcends faith and can be
the path to ultimate freedom.
How did the replication bomb we call ”life” begin and where in the world, or
rather, in the universe, is it heading? Writing with characteristic wit and an ability
to clarify complex phenomena (the New York Times described his style as ”the
sort of science writing that makes the reader feel like a genius”), Richard
Dawkins confronts this ancient mystery.
Eden Eden Eden is Pierre Guyotat's legendary novel of atrocity and obscenity. It
is a masterpiece of literary innovation, which is taught on numerous university
courses. In Guyotat's native France, the novel is highly esteemed, being hailed
as 'a new landmark and starting-point for new writing' by the renowned
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philosopher Roland Barthes, who also writes the novel's preface. Introduced by
Stephen Barber, the Eden Eden Eden is one of the most graphic accounts of
queer sex ever written, and will therefore cross over into this market.
The biblical story of paradise (Genesis 2-3) is probably one of the best known
texts in world literature. It has had a rich reception history over many centuries.
Genesis 2-3 formulates fundamental premises and problems of human selfunderstanding in the Western world. The biblical text of Genesis 2-3 itself has
almost been buried under its traditional interpretations. In the Christian realm, it is
commonly known as the story of Adam, Eve, the apple, the fall and the
punishment of humankind with mortality. However, only Eve is really present in
the biblical text, all the other elements are the result of a productive history of
reception in later periods. The forbidden fruit is never identified in terms of
botany. It was the Latin reception history that transformed it into an apple
(malum), because evil (malum) came into the world through it. The so-called fall
is not described in terms of sin in Genesis 2-3, since sin is mentioned for the first
time in the Bible in Genesis 4:6-7, and the first human beings are made mortal
from the very beginning, as their formation out of dust and the formulation of
Gen. 2:16-17 as a traditional legal sentence implying death penalty indicate.
Thus the penalty for eating from the forbidden fruit is death, not mortality.
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However, the meaning of the story has been substantially transformed in this
point throughout the centuries, and it is claimed that mortality is the result of the
fall. The authors of this volume explain both the theological profiles of the biblical
text and its consequences. Its contributions stem from the fields of Biblical
Studies, Religious Studies, Art History, Jewish Studies, Classical Studies, the
History of Christianity and Philosophy.
A mutant searching for sanctuary. A hunter hot on her trail. Lilah has heard
rumors of a garden paradise known as Eden somewhere out in the wilds. Forced
out of post-apocalyptic Chicago when her mutant abilities come to light, it's her
only hope of safety. But she's not the only one roaming the wastelands. On
Adam's first mission as a newly-qualified Warden, he is tasked with finding and
destroying the heart of the Resistance-Eden. When Lilah's and Adam's destinies
collide, neither can deny the spark of attraction between them, but how long can
they journey together before their secrets come to light? When Lilah lets down
her barriers, Adam sees her for who she truly is and is faced with an impossible
choice-between duty and his heart. Finding Eden is a gripping dystopian
adventure, perfect for fans of Delirium, Shatter Me, Divergent, and The Hunger
Games. Reader reviews: "A post apocalyptic Serpent and Dove meets modern XMen." -Goodreads review "The story grabbed my attention from start to finish,
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and I would read the previous book too." - Goodreads review The Eden Saga:
Saving Eden Finding Eden Note: This novel takes place in the world of Saving
Eden but can be read as a standalone.
Book two in the Eden series. Handsome, angry and spoiled, Danny Carlow
struggles to find his place in the world when his hatred for authority makes
survival difficult. The only thing keeping him from completely giving up and
turning to a life of crime is his friendship with clean-cut Paul Mattling. More than
his conscience and best friend, Paul's also the one Danny secretly pines for with
every ounce of his being. Paul is a natural over-achiever with a football
scholarship and straight A's to boast about. Yet he's haunted by an abusive
childhood that's left him more scarred than anyone realizes. Looking for an
escape from his demons, Paul has his own deviant secrets, ones he doesn't want
anyone, especially Danny, to know about. When dark desires are accidentally
revealed, Danny and Paul end up coming together in a clash of wild passion
more tumultuous than either of them could have anticipated. Tasting the
forbidden is sweet, but it turns the tables on their relationship, putting everything,
even their lifelong friendship, in jeopardy.
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